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How Sulfur and Manganese Improve Machinability
To shop personnel, “free machining” has several meanings:
• High rate of production is what the boss is looking for.
• Low cost of production is what the business owner and
accounting seek.
• Smooth, workman-like finish is what the engineers and
customers are expecting.
• To the operator, longer tool life (fewer tool changes and
adjustments) and short controlled chips are desired.
The intentional addition of sulfur and manganese to steel
is the most common way to achieve each of these outcomes
in our shops. The grades with these intentionally added are
called resulfurized (1117, 1137, 1144) or resulfurized and
rephosphorized (1215, 12L14) steels. Added in the ladle or
ladle metallurgy station, the manganese and sulfur combine
to form manganese sulfides. These sulfides are present in
the steel as small inclusions, distributed throughout the
material.
As seen in Figure 1, many of these globular sulfide
inclusions will be continuously presented to the cutting edge
of the tool during cutting. The presence of manganese sulfide
decreases friction by acting as a lubricant, reducing the shear
path for the chip, decreases tool wear, and makes a smaller
chip, resulting in a better finish.
The aspect ratio, or length to width ratio, of the sulfides has
been studied, and in general, short and fat rather than long
and stringy sulfides are preferred.
In plain carbon and alloy steels, manganese and sulfur
are present at much lower percentages. They still form
manganese sulfides which promote machinability. If you
ever run into a heat of steel where the sulfur is below 0.010
weight percent, you will confirm this.
Seeing is believing. Manganese and sulfur are not just two
numbers on a chemical cert. They are the constituents that
make up the manganese sulfide inclusions which promote a
stable built-up edge (BUE) on our tools, decreasing friction
by lubricating the tool chip interface, and help to improve
surface finish by shortening the chip (chips tend to break
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Figure 1
Manganese Sulfides, Transverse View
Low carbon resulfurized steel, transverse
section, unetched, 100X. The globular shapes
are manganese sulfides.

Figure 2
Manganese Sulfides, Longitudinal View
Low carbon resulfurized steel, longitudinal
section, etched, 100X. The darker grey
elongated shapes are Manganese Sulfides.

off at these sulfides). Because manganese and sulfur are
intentionally added to the steel, Manganese sulfides are
present in the steel and at the edge of the tool where they
optimize our machining process. Now the boss, business
owner, accounting dept, engineers, customers and operators
are all happy.

